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Location of Data

Background
Gesture Studies has a strong history of research that spans multiple
ﬁelds, but there is still not a robust culture of valuing reproducibility.
Reproducibility provides beneﬁts including:
● Accountability in research by facilitating access to the underlying
data and methods ensuring that other researchers may also reach
the same conclusions (Gezelter 2014).
● Raised professional valuation of developing corpora that can be
reused (Haspelmath & Michaelis 2014; Margetts et al. 2016;
Berez-Kroeker et al. 2018).
Skubisz’s (2017) survey of data coding and terminological deﬁnitions in
GESTURE demonstrated that these key features of research are often
underspeciﬁed in articles published in the journal to date.

Data Transparency in linguistics
● Language Description 100 grammars (2003-2012) (Gawne et al.
2017a). Vast majority did not provide citations to underlying data.
● Linguistic Typology 50 articles from 5 years of Linguistic Typology
(Gawne et al. 2017b). Low frequency of authors citing own data.
● 10 leading linguistics journals 270 articles (2003-2012)
(Berez-Kroeker et al. 2017). Different subﬁelds have different
strengths in methods descriptions and data citation.

Survey of Data Citation in GESTURE
● 5 years of research articles in GESTURE (2012-2017 vol. 12.1-16.1)
● Total of 56 articles
● Discussion and introductory articles omitted
● Based on methods from previous surveys (above)
We seek to understand how transparent each article is in regard to:
● Citation of data to a source that would allow the reader to analyse the
data for themselves
● The type of data, and what languages are the target of the anslysis
●

Source of Data
Researchers draw on data from a variety of sources, but mostly collect
their own data. (n=60, multiple sources were counted for some papers)
PUBD published
OWN author’s own data
UNK unknown source
ARCH archived

Challenges ahead:
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Stating data location increases opportunity for reproducibility. Many
articles represent the only location of the data, or a summary. (n=57)
UNK unknown
HEREsummary a summary of the data is given in the paper
PUBD in another publication (the author’s or someone else’s)
HERE the article contains the data, and is its own main source
ONL website or other non-archive internet storage
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Data Citation Conventions
Data citation directs the reader back to the speciﬁc source of the data.
Sources could be datasets (publicly accessible or private), published
texts (e.g. Bible translations), or other academic publications. (n=53)
NONE no citation convention
NAME name of speaker or text
STD Standard citation to published source
NUM numbered in order of original recordings or discussion
EXPL an explained citation code that links back to materials
URL a weblink to the location of the data online

Languages included
We additionally coded the papers for the languages they include.
● 66 language mentions over 53/56 paper
● 28 distinct languages
● Gesture research is still overly focused on English
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Most Common Data Types
Perhaps unsurprising, given the diversity of work in the ﬁeld, there is
diversity in the types of data surveyed. (n=56)
EXPER experimental data
CONVO conversation data
TASK task-based data
OTHER other data types
MULTI multiple data types (e.g. task & convo)
ELICIT elicited data
NARR narrative data

● Managing video data that includes identifying footage of individuals
(Green et al. 2013)
● Data citation methods that reﬂect the granularity of citation and
formatting (c.f. Ball & Duke 2015)
● Training and support in data management for researchers
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Discussion
This survey demonstrates that we need a more robust culture of data
accountability in gesture research. Researchers are mostly drawing on
their own data, but are not stating the location of their data, and are not
providing citation of individual examples.
GESTURE has recently adopted the standards of the Center for Open
Science, which requires thorough description of methods and analyses,
plus presentations of data in online data repositories.
As a research community we need to foster a culture of valuing
research reproducibility.
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----==--The Austin Principles of Data Citation in
Linguistics
The “Austin Principles” interprets the FORCE11 Joint Declaration of Data
Citation Principles to address linguistic data speciﬁcally. These guiding
principles have been created to enable YOU to make decisions about your
data to ensure it is as accessible and transparent as possible.

www.linguisticsdatacitation.org
Help shape the future of data citation
Join the RDA Linguistics Data Interest Group (LDIG)
Contact: l.gawne@latrobe.edu.au (Gawne) Austin Principles QR link:
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